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Abstract: The development of e-systems has given consumers and businesses access to a plethora of
information, which has complicated the process of decision making. Document classification is one
of the main decisions that any business adopts in their decision making to categorize documents into
groups according to their structure. In this paper, we combined multi-agent systems (MASs), which
is one of the IDSS systems, with Bayesian-based classification to filter out the specialization, collabo-
ration, and privacy of distributed business sources to produce an efficient distributed classification
system. Bayesian classification made use of MAS to eliminate distributed sources’ specialization
and privacy. Therefore, incorporating the probabilities of various sources is a practical and swift
solution to such a problem, where this method works the same when all the data are merged into a
single source. Each intelligent agent can collaborate and ask for help from other intelligent agents
in classifying cases that are difficult to classify locally. The results demonstrate that our proposed
technique is more accurate than those of the non-communicated classification, where the results
proved the ability of the utilized productive distributed classification system.

Keywords: intelligent decision support systems (IDSS); classification; FIPA standards; multi-agent
system; Naïve Bayesian

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a broad group of technologies that has received a lot of
attention in recent years and promises a lot of benefits for businesses in terms of additional
economic value. Following an explosion of data and a significant rise in computing
capability, companies have increasingly turned to AI to achieve economic value and design
of methodologies based on intelligent algorithms, impacting business and society in recent
years [1]. Businesses are increasingly depending on AI and related machine learning models
to increase human knowledge of complex systems and automate decision making, which
also necessitates continual expert contributions. Intelligent decision support systems (IDSS)
are the most important subset in any business because they can help in making business
model design decisions; therefore, businesses exploit AI because they must examine their
business DSS to remain competitive in a rapidly changing business environment [2].

DSS is computerized software that is used to assist decisions, judgments, and courses
of action in an organization or corporation. A DSS sifts through and analyzes vast amounts
of data, producing comprehensive information that may be utilized to solve problems and
make decisions. Therefore, the combination of AI with DSS, called IDSS, assists humans in
making better decisions by providing relevant information and recommendations [3].
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IDSS collects and analyzes data from different sources to create meaningful insights
for analysts. Artificial intelligence decision support systems then make recommendations
and communicate them to users in an understandable manner [4]. Most organizations can
easily obtain enough relevant data nowadays, but knowing how to analyze it and what
to do with the resultant insights has become the most difficult and time-consuming task.
One of the problems that may face any business is knowing how to get the right document
classification due to a shortage of data.

Document classification categorizes documents into groups according to their struc-
ture, content, or additional characteristics. Businesses may effectively handle enormous
numbers of documents, gain insightful information, and automate decision-making pro-
cesses by classifying the documents [5]. The ability to quickly identify and retrieve accurate,
pertinent, and current information is another benefit of categorization documents. As a re-
sult, it is simpler to filter and direct documents to users, as well as find relevant information
at the appropriate time.

To solve the problem that may face any business in document classification and get
better results, we found that collaboration in document classification should be wisely
and intelligently exploited between different organizations. Therefore, we applied one
of the AI expert system technologies called multi-agent systems (MAS). MAS allows the
creation of autonomous agents with specific issue-solving capabilities. These agents, which
have communication and coordination abilities, can cooperate in shared surroundings [6].
Essentially, an MAS constitutes a collection of specialized agents that operate within well-
defined boundaries and work towards a shared objective by interacting with one another [7].
These agents are distinguished by their flexibility and proactive behavior, as well as their
ability to communicate and cooperate with other agents to achieve their goals [8].

The naive Bayesian algorithm was chosen in our proposed approach because it is one
of the most basic, but effective, classification algorithms now in use and has applications
in many industries. Naive Bayesian, also known as a probabilistic classifier, is used for
solving classification problems and is one of the most effective and simple algorithms.
It is known to outperform even highly sophisticated classification methods that work
on Bayes’ theorem of probability to predict the class of an unknown instance [9]. Naive
Bayesian class probability is dependent on the frequency or random analysis of each class.
Calculating conditional probabilities is based on the ratio between the presence of the class
itself and the presence of the characteristics and classes together. In general, classification,
and particularly naive Bayesian classification, perform poorly when there are few samples
available to represent a given class [9]. Although there are several robust classifiers available
in the literature, the naive Bayesian classifier is chosen for integration with distributed
agents because of the characteristics that make it appropriate for the proposed distributed
classification task.

Therefore, we proposed a productive distributed classification system that combined
MAS with a Bayesian-based approach, where our proposed system consists of a set of agents
and a communication protocol, each of which presents its own stored data, calculation
device, and communication ability, and each of those agents has its own data and carries
out its processing task independently. When one of the agents in the system must classify
new data items, it can decide to take its result independently, without any collaboration,
only if the probability of the result is above a specific threshold, and if the result is below
this threshold, it needs to collaborate with other agents in the system and send them a
request to classify that instance.

The other agents send their class classification result, probabilities, and conditional
probabilities to the requested agent, which can make the right decision to take the other
agent’s result, or not, in feedback processing. The contacted result shows the benefits
of combining the probabilities and conditional probabilities of many different sources;
that is one approach that we implement in our system, where this technique functions
precisely the same when all data is combined in a single source [10]. However, this
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process eliminates distributed sources’ specialization and privacy, which are crucial in
many economic sustainability applications.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work, Section 3 presents
the proposed approach, Section 4 presents the result, and Section 5 gives the conclusion.

2. Literature Reviews

In this section, the recent approaches in this area will be discussed, where we discuss
the research in MAS in business and the MAS in data mining techniques in general to
show the importance of each of them and the encouragement of their use in proposing
our approach.

In business, ref. [11] reviewed the supply chain management application that used the
development of MAS to analyze various business issues. In addition, they are modeling
the supply chain by examining generic frameworks.

In [12], they introduced the sustainable concept for the combination of MAS with the
management of the supply chain. This study aims to socially implement sustainable supply
chains by giving an example of how different plans might operate simultaneously in a
supply chain.

In [13], they reviewed MAS definitions, characteristics, uses, problems, and communi-
cations. This study looks at the classification of MAS applications and challenges, as well
as the definitions, characteristics, applications, problems, communications, and assessment
of MAS. It also includes research citations. The information in this publication ought to
be useful for MAS researchers and practitioners. Energy management, energy marketing,
pricing, scheduling, reliability, network security, fault handling capacity, agent-to-agent
communication, SG-electrical automobiles, SG-building energy systems, and soft grids have
all been studied in relation to MAS in operating smart grids. A review, classification, and
compilation of more than 100 MAS-based smart grid control articles have been completed.

In [14], they examined the bagging and boosting procedures, which enable several
classifiers to work on various sets of data in classification and are a good example of such
a method. By averaging the local models of the distributed sources to produce a global
model, Bayesian classifiers are used in distributed environments.

In clustering, ref. [15] proposed a distributed clustering method that uses dense
clustering algorithms and runs locally, called density-based distributed clustering (DBDS).
The decision-making center recalculates the cluster centers based on the received centers
and elements from the local cluster centers that are created at each dispersed source using
a minimal amount of data elements. Similar distributed clustering strategies without
element transformation were put forth in [16]. In single learning models, Java agents for
meta-learning (JAM) [17] and BODHI [18] were proposed for this purpose, where each
source shares its learned model with the global model to produce a single learning model
for mining the input data.

Recently, various MAS-aware DDM approaches were proposed, where researchers
benefit from using MAS in implementing, controlling, and organizing distributed sources.
In [19], an extensible multi-agent data miner (EEMADS) was presented as MAS-based on
an ensemble classification, which supplies weights for each distributed classifier or chosen
ones to carry out the classification task based on understanding the learning model at
each classifier. MAS-based distributed categorization with a variety of result integration
techniques was offered as an abstract architecture [20,21]. Ref. [22] provides a succinct
summary of various strategies.

To improve classification outcomes and enable indexers to work together, semiauto-
matic distributed document categorization has been proposed [23]. Mutual cooperation
has been implemented within this framework, and human interference is required to assess
the appropriateness of the information that has been shared. Recently, an MAS-based
clustering framework that can enhance the initial cluster centers at each agent was also sug-
gested [24]. The results of the proposed collaborative clustering showed an improvement
over noncollaborative agent-based clustering.
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To obtain optimal collision-free time-varying forms, a robust control technique based
on reinforcement learning (RL) is proposed for uncertain, heterogeneous MAS [25]. To
estimate the reference and disturbance systems for states and dynamics, they created a
completely distributed adaptive observer, and simulations were used to confirm its efficacy
and resilience. Table 1 summarizes the advantages of the discussed literature.

Table 1. Summary of The Literature Reviews.

References Application Techniques Collaboration MAS-Based
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bility. Each agent also has its own data and performs its processing task independently. 

We proposed a productive distributed classification system that combined MAS with a 

Bayesian-based approach. When one of the system’s agents must classify a new instance, 

it can decide to do so independently and without collaborating with any other agents—

but only if the probability of the result exceeds a certain threshold. Otherwise, it must 

work together with other agents in the system and submit a request to categorize the in-

stance. 

The other agents provide the requested agent with their class classification results, 

probabilities, and conditional probabilities so that the requested agent may decide 

whether or not to use the other agents’ results while processing feedback. 

Class probability in a typical classification task is dependent on the frequency or ran-

dom analysis of each class. Calculating conditional probabilities is based on the ratio be-

tween the joint presence of the attributes and the classes to the presence of the class itself. 

In general, classification and, particularly, Bayesian classification perform poorly when 

there are few samples available to represent a given class [9]. 
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3. Proposed System 

Our proposed system consists of a group of agents and a communication protocol, 

each of which presents its own stored data, calculation device, and communication capa-

bility. Each agent also has its own data and performs its processing task independently. 

We proposed a productive distributed classification system that combined MAS with a 

Bayesian-based approach. When one of the system’s agents must classify a new instance, 

it can decide to do so independently and without collaborating with any other agents—

but only if the probability of the result exceeds a certain threshold. Otherwise, it must 
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In general, classification and, particularly, Bayesian classification perform poorly when 
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3. Proposed System

Our proposed system consists of a group of agents and a communication protocol,
each of which presents its own stored data, calculation device, and communication capa-
bility. Each agent also has its own data and performs its processing task independently.
We proposed a productive distributed classification system that combined MAS with a
Bayesian-based approach. When one of the system’s agents must classify a new instance, it
can decide to do so independently and without collaborating with any other agents—but
only if the probability of the result exceeds a certain threshold. Otherwise, it must work
together with other agents in the system and submit a request to categorize the instance.

The other agents provide the requested agent with their class classification results,
probabilities, and conditional probabilities so that the requested agent may decide whether
or not to use the other agents’ results while processing feedback.

Class probability in a typical classification task is dependent on the frequency or
random analysis of each class. Calculating conditional probabilities is based on the ratio
between the joint presence of the attributes and the classes to the presence of the class itself.
In general, classification and, particularly, Bayesian classification perform poorly when
there are few samples available to represent a given class [9].

Among the solutions, merging the probabilities and conditional probabilities of many
different sources is one approach that is simple to implement; this technique functions
precisely the same when all data is combined in a single source [15]. However, this
process eliminates distributed sources’ specialization and privacy, which are crucial in
many applications, such as illness diagnosis based on the geographic location of the data
gathered [22,26]. Therefore, the proposed approach is implemented in a multi-agent system
(MAS) that is a mechanism for creating goal-oriented autonomous agents in a shared
environment with coordination facilities and communication. An agent is a software unit
that implements tasks in changing the configuration environment using its states and
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behavior components. Distributed system configuration (security and scalability) changes
over time without a centralized controller of the implemented data transactions [23]. MAS
consists of a set of agents and communication protocol, each of which presents its own
stored data, calculation device, and communication ability, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Agent communication language (ACL) messages that contain requests for or replies
to types of information are used by agents to communicate with one another utilizing the
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) query interaction protocol (IP) and ACL.

One of the FIPA [24,25] protocols that is used by several multi-agent developing
environments is Query IP [27]. The IP is a collection of specifications that let one agent,
known as the initiator, seek the assistance of other agents to complete tasks [24]. The
message type, message structure, and message exchanging states and circumstances are all
covered by the specifications. The types of messages that may be utilized include requests
and calls, which are described by the ACL [28]. The ACL also describes the message’s
structure, while the conditions for message exchange are specified by the protocol itself.

In the proposed approach, an agent is characterized by a set of behaviors that is
triggered based on a set of states. The behavior of each agent is described as follows:

• Model building behavior is started by system execution. The agent creates its training
model at this stage by computing the probabilities of the classes involved, the probabil-
ities of the attribute values involved, and the conditional probabilities of each attribute
with each class. These values are considered the trained model for each system. The
agent in model building behavior allows no input request from other agents.

• Processing behavior is triggered when an input set of attribute values is presented
to the agent. In this stage, the predicted value is calculated by the agent and decides
whether to request collaboration from other agents or not.

• Query reference call is initiated by the initiator to all participant agents in the system,
with the set of attributes to be classified.

• Participant response, that is, refusal or agreement, depends on the presence of calcu-
lated probabilities above the threshold.

• Participant results are sent to the initiator with the attached probabilities, or failure
response is sent if a failure occurs with the initiator. The agent’s behavior is illustrated
in Figure 2. Each agent’s states and behavior are shown in Figure 3.

The agent functionalities are specified using predicates to formalize the agent behav-
iors. Agent’s functionalities are triggered with the presence of some conditions; these are:
training data, training model, other agents, query, result for a query either satisfactory
results or unsatisfactory that can be represented by exist and satisfied predicates with
various subjects as given in the following:

exist (training-Data, agent) exist (query, agent)
exist (others, agent) exist (trained-Model, agent)
exist (results, query, agent) satisfied (results, query, agent)
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Accordingly, the functionalities of an agent, which are building a model, processing a
query, request, and response, can be described as follows:

model-Building (training-Data, agent) processing (query, agent)
request (query, agent) Response (results, query, agent)
AcceptandLearn (results, query) Reject (results, query)

The facts that represent the behavior of the agents are represented as follows:

exist (T, self)
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�̂� = avgmax
𝑘∈{𝑘1,𝑘2,….,𝑘𝑛}

𝑝(𝐶𝑘) ∏ 𝑃(𝑋𝑖|𝐶𝑘)

𝑛

𝑖=1

  

• p (𝐶𝑘) = probability of the class k, and 

• p (𝑋𝑖 | 𝐶𝑘) = conditional probability of attribute value 𝑋𝑖  with class k. 

• The p (𝐶𝑘), and p (𝑋𝑖 | 𝐶𝑘), are calculated using the following equations: 

𝑝(𝐶𝑘) =  
𝑛𝑘

𝑛⁄   

𝑝(𝑋𝑖|𝐶𝑘) =  
𝑛𝑖 𝑘

𝑛⁄   

The p (𝑋𝑖 ) is another important probability that calculated at each agent the follow-

ing equation: 

𝑝(𝑋𝑖) =  
𝑛𝑖

𝑛⁄   

• 𝑛  represents the overall instances at the agent 

• 𝑛𝑘 denotes the number of instances with the class value 𝑘   

• 𝑛𝑖 is the number of instances with the value 𝑖′𝑠  attribute 

• 𝑛𝑖 𝑘 illustrates the instances’ number with the value 𝑖′𝑠   attribute and class value 𝑘   

¬ exist(M, self) → model-Building (T, self)
model-Building (T, self) → exist (M, self)
exist (M, self)
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exist(Q, A) → processing (Q, self)
processing (Q, self) → exist (R, Q, self)
processing (Q, other) → response (R, Q, other)
exist (R, Q, self)
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¬ satisfied(R, Q, self)
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→ reject (results, Q, others)

3.1. Naive Bayesian Calculation

Although there are several robust classifiers available in the literature, the Bayesian
classifier is chosen for integration with distributed agents because of the characteristics that
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make it appropriate for the proposed distributed classification task. The main reasons for
choosing the Bayesian classifier described as follows:

1. In our approach, each agent should be able to incorporate information gained from
other agents, and Bayesian, as a statistical classifier, should be able to integrate
knowledge from other sources besides the training data.

2. Because missing values will be progressively introduced to the model, each agent
should be able to handle them. Bayesian, unlike other classifiers such as SVM, can
deal with missing data by averaging across the different values that the attribute may
have taken.

3. Each agent should be able to share a part of the trained model without having to share
the entire training set. Bayesian models provide the flexibility to share and hide parts
of the model components, such as the prior probability, conditional probability, and
class probability.

4. In comparison to other classifiers, Bayesian has the scalability that is essential for the
whole system to allow for the addition of new classes and features without the need
to rebuild models [29].

The Bayesian classification principles remain the same as the proposed approach
when sharing joint probabilities among agents. Therefore, distributed naive Bayesian
classification using the maximum a posterior (MAP) is implemented for classification tasks
with discrete random variables and nominal attributes. MAP is given in following equation:

ŷ = avgmax
k∈{k1,k2,....,kn}

p(Ck)
n

∏
i=1

P(Xi|Ck)

• p (Ck) = probability of the class k, and
• p ( Xi|Ck ) = conditional probability of attribute value Xi with class k.
• The p (Ck), and p ( Xi|Ck ), are calculated using the following equations:

p(Ck) = nk/n

p(Xi|Ck) = ni k/n

The p ( Xi) is another important probability that calculated at each agent the following
equation:

p(Xi) = ni/n

• n represents the overall instances at the agent
• nk denotes the number of instances with the class value k
• ni is the number of instances with the value i’s attribute
• nik illustrates the instances’ number with the value i’s attribute and class value k

According to the class and conditional probabilities, MAP accordingly selects the class
with the highest posterior. Prior to any classification or information sharing process, these
probabilities are calculated at each agent during model building.

3.2. Naive Bayesian Combined with Multi-Agent System

When an agent is the proposed approach, that called initiator receives a new instance
to classify; first it calculates the probability of each class based on its model. Then it
decides to take its result independently without any collaboration only if the probability
that calculated by MAP of the result is above a specific threshold “t”, which indicate that
this agent model is considered sufficient to classify the instance without any collaboration.

In another case, if the probability that calculated by MAP is below “t”, then the initiator
agent must have to collaborate with other agents in the system and send them a request to
classify that instance. This request is then followed by a series of calculations, as shown
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in Figure 4. Then, the system’s other agents will forward the probabilities below to the
requested agent only if their result above the same a specific “t”:
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• Class labels Ck
• ∏n

i=1 P(Xi|Ck); and
• Joint probabilities (∏n

i=1 P(Xi))

When the initiator agent receives that information from another agent, it compares the
most remarkable knowledge about the instance and the given class that is
∏n

i=1 P(Xi|Ck)×∏n
i=1 P(Xi), which indicates the most desirable combined probability.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we will discuss the results of our proposed system and the discussion
related to these results. To demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of our introduced
system and evaluate the performance of the involved collaborative classification, an MAS
for the classification task is improved using JADE. The dataset is obtained from the UCI
repository; these datasets represent instances for multiclass document classification [30,31].
The dataset consists of 2463 instances, with a total of 2000 different words. This dataset
is first processed by extracting words and subsequently calculating the frequency of each
word. Afterward, the resulting data are discretized by converting numbers in the feature
vector into discrete values. Feature selection is applied, which results in a feature vector
of 50 features instead of 2000. Accordingly, the resulting data are distributed among the
agents; each agent is given training and testing sets.

First, the system is implemented to demonstrate the sequence of the process and the
communication procedure. Results are obtained as a set of interaction scenarios with two
and three agents, as in the following scenarios:

1. First scenario: the threshold is set to a moderate value, where each agent requests help
from other agents in the system only if the probability is under 60%, as illustrated in
Figure 5.

2. Second scenario: the threshold is set to a low value, where each agent requests help
from other agents in the system only if the probability is under 90%, as illustrated in
Figure 6.

3. Third scenario: the threshold is set to a high value, where each agent requests help
from other agents in the system only if the probability is under 20%, as illustrated in
Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Communication with Low Threshold Value.

In Figure 5, agent communications are limited to some cases that require agent collabo-
ration. The total number of message exchanges among agents in Figure 5a with two agents
and Figure 5b with three agents is 364 and 204, respectively. Notably, the exact number of
messages is insignificant because it depends on the data allocated to each agent and dis-
tributed among these agents, where each of the agents in that case is considered sufficient
to classify the instance without any collaboration by using their model in most cases.

In Figure 6, agent communications are not presented because each agent can be
considered sufficient to obtain a result for any case, which is expected to be low for
some cases that are uncommon to that agent. Nonetheless, given that the threshold is
considerably low, the probability obtained is satisfactory for each agent. No message
exchange is observed among agents in Figure 6a with two agents and Figure 6b with
three agents.
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In Figure 7, agent communications are decidedly required. The total number of
message exchanges among agents in Figure 7a with two agents and Figure 7b with three
agents is 745 and 1474, respectively. In that scenario, the model of each agent is poor in
most cases for classifying the class and needs significant help and collaboration with other
agents in the system.

Second, the same dataset is used with a specific partitioning scheme in which the
dataset is divided into two partitions based on the class labels as follows:

1. Non-overlapping sets: data from the same case may be included in both columns
being evaluated since the categories of a multiple answer variable are used to create
the columns of a table.

Each dataset is assigned to an agent and categorized into testing and training sets.
Remarkably, the data distributed among agents shares much in common because attribute
values are not considered in the division process. Results from the non-communicated
two-classification task are listed in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 8.

2. Overlapping sets: numerical measurement that assesses the percentage of data points
from the treatment phase that are greater than the most extreme value from the
baseline phase.

Each dataset is partitioned into training and testing sets. The overlapping amount is
determined by percentage (10%, 20%, 30%, and 50%) by several testing scenarios with data
plotting and sorting. Results compared with the non-communicated two-classification task
are listed in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 9.

Table 2. Results Comparison of non-overlapped Datasets.

Agents No. Proposed System Accuracy Non-Communicated Accuracy

2—Agents 64.2% 57.1%
3—Agents 56.6% 41.3%
4—Agents 61.6% 45.3%
5—Agents 62.3% 43.8%
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Figure 8. Accuracy Comparison of the Proposed System with Almost Non-Overlapping Data.

Table 3. Results Comparison of Overlapped Datasets.

Approximate Proposed System Accuracy Non-Communicated Accuracy

2—Agents

10% 54.80% 33.90%
20% 56.50% 29.90%
30% 49.70% 26.50%
50% 48.90% 21.90%

3—Agents

10% 53.90% 40.00%
20% 50.00% 30.80%
30% 50.30% 41.20%
50% 55.00% 35.80%

4—Agents

10% 52.10% 44.00%
20% 54.70% 42.20%
30% 54.70% 42.20%
50% 54.70% 42.20%

5—Agents

10% 59.50% 49.40%
20% 53.00% 53.00%
30% 53.00% 53.00%
50% 53.00% 53.00%

However, naturally overlapped data cannot be distributed into non-overlapped sets.
Accordingly, these data can be considered minimally overlapped data. This type of partition
evaluates how the system performs in easy tasks, where no or little information sharing is
required to achieve satisfactory results. Results are calculated as the accuracy of all agents
to the total number of instances in the testing set, which is the ratio between the correctly
classified instances regardless of the classifier agent. Results showed that the proposed
technique is more accurate than that of non-communicated classification.
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Results of the previous experiments are like those of the first experiments. The
proposed technique is more accurate than the non-communicated classification. Moreover,
the distributed classification results are reduced when the overlap among data is increased.
This result is because many instances that are uncommon to an agent are added to its
datasets due to the overlapping process. Overall, the results proved that the proposed
technique can be accurately used in a collaborative environment.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

A productive distributed classification system that combined naive Bayesian classifica-
tion with a multi-agent system was developed. In our proposed strategy, each agent stores
its samples and bases its prior assumptions on these facts. In the classification of new data
items, each agent can decide to take its result separately, without any collaboration, only if
the probability that was calculated by MAP of the result is above a specific threshold. If the
result is below this threshold, they need to collaborate with other agents in the system and
send them a request to classify that instance. Each request agent can make the decision to
take the other agent’s result or not in feedback processing.

The experiments were conducted using various forms of overlapped and non-overlapped
data that are generated from a document classification dataset. Each subset of data was
assigned to an agent and divided into testing and training sets. The accuracy of all agents
was calculated and compared to typical and non-communicated classification tasks. Results
of the proposed approach are more accurate than the non-communicated classification,
but the typical classification task obtained improved results. This result showed the ca-
pability of the utilized mutual collaboration approach in improving the results of the
participated agents. Moreover, the proposed approach consolidates information diver-
sity and agent specificity, preserves data coverage, and ensures low communication and
processing overhead.

Our future work is model updating, where the initiator agent uses the considered
conditional probability to update its probabilities to prevent sending various requests
for identical data and learn about the infirm attributes. The selected joint conditional
probability will be used to update the conditional probability.
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